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Overview

• Definition: infrastructure

– Floating on water 

– Unsupported by a firm foundation

– Permanently fixed in a horizontal direction

– Following vertical variations in water level

• Objective: commercialisation

– Develop projects in an economically viable way, and

– Compete with conventional offshore and onshore renewables



Background – Offshore Oil & Gas

• For decades, floating technology has 
been deployed successfully

• Off Castellon, Spain (1977) 

• >270 oil FPSOs, worldwide (To 
date)

• In recent years the objective has 
been to transfer that knowledge from 
oil & gas into the renewables



Demand Projections

• US

– 60% of the new planned 54GW of offshore renewables capacity 
will be in deep waters

• EU

– Offshore wind has the potential to deliver 50% of EU’s electricity 
demand by 2050

– UK can leverage on existing capabilities and become one of the 
market leaders



Advantages/Benefits - Solar
• Efficiency

– Water surrounding “floatovoltaic” panels provide cooling effect 
keeping them running at the highest possible efficiency 

– >10% more efficient than conventional panels that get very hot in 
the sun all day

• Long reach/New added value 

– Utilize low dams, reservoirs and rivers

• Environment

– Prevent damage to forested areas



Advantages/Benefits - Wind
• Efficiency: Higher produced electricity per GW of installed capacity due 

to higher average wind speed

• Greater reach: open up areas of sea not previously suitable 

– Deep waters: >50m deep, where the continental shelf drops off too 
fast for fixed turbines to be viable

– Harsh operating environment with stronger and less variable winds

• Flexibility: full assembly of turbines close to shore before being towed 
out to sea

• Environment: Less impact on wildlife than farms placed closer to the 
coast and visually less prominent



Floating Solar Platforms

Projects

• Off Sangju, South Korea

• Off Singapore

Floatovoltaics Components
• Solar inverters
• Molded cases
• Miniature circuit breakers
• Power-integrated wireless module 
connections
• Real-time monitoring system



Floating Wind Farms

Projects

• Off Peterhead, Scotland

• Off Fukushima, Japan

• Off Lecaute, France

• Off Viana do Castelo, Portugal

Components

• Turbines

• Foundations: spar-buoy, semi-
submersible or tension leg platforms

• Subsea cables



Challenges
• Technical

– Hold the structures at water depths of up to 700m and ensure they 
cope with winter storms that whip seas into a froth

– Maximise capture of wind energy despite bobbing and reduce risk of 
components being damaged

• Economic

– Expensive gravity bases & stronger steel structures (x8)

– Economics of renewables v oil & gas 

• Much slimmer margins 

• Larger n of smaller platforms rather than small n of large platforms



Conclusion – latest indicators
• The technology has matured enough

– Future: Lower wind turbines + clever design and material selection 
should help reduce weight > need for ballast > sub-sea costs

• Tremendous potential for economies of scale

– Mass production (i.e. reduces the cost of each turbine)

– Construction and management of vast wind farms offshore

• Technology Readiness Level Index: While many floating concepts are 
at a relatively early stage of development (TRL0-6), some advanced 
floating technologies are already at TRL8-9

• Cost: floating turbines today = fixed-bottom turbines a decade ago


